LOS ALAMITOS HANDICAPPERS’ RACING REPORT
SUNDAY, APRIL 09, 2017  LES ONAKA – HANDICAPPER/CLOCKER
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RACE 1
(7) SOUTHERN SUNRISE 

(2) SWISS GAME

(3) SYNCHROTRON

LES ONAKA'S EARLY PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
1st race

(7)

2nd race (1,2,3)

3rd race (5,6,7)

4th race (5,7)

TOTAL $ 18.00

3rd race (5,6,7)

4th race (5,7)

TOTAL $ 48.00

LARGE TICKET
1st race

(2,7)

2nd race (1,2,3,5)

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
SOUTHERN SUNRISE broke out at the start, sprinted clear mid‐backside (+2 lengths), opened up (+5 lengths) entering the
stretch, was all‐out to hold safe late at 4 furlongs. Freshened since 04/03/16. 9 year old performer returns with a series of
good works. Connections excel with fresh thoroughbreds!
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
SWISS GAME broke in, bumped at the start, dueled outside one rival mid‐backside, battled thru the 22.20 opening quarter,
shook loose (+1 length) at the top of the lane, got tired in deep stretch (6.28 final 1/16) vs. TOUGHER RIVALS. Prior effort he
broke well, dueled inside the eventual winner near the far turn (22.00 opening quarter), dropped back ‐2 lengths as the
pace quickened entering the stretch, gamely kept to his task to the end. He improves his post and fits much better on the
CLASS DROP.
SYNCHROTRON broke well, dueled inside one rival near the far turn (22.20 opening quarter), dropped back ‐1 length as the
pace quickened at the top of the lane, tired understandably at midstretch thru the 6.28 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke in
at the start, dueled inside 3‐rivals mid‐backside, dueled inside one rival near the far turn (21.65 opening quarter), dropped
back ‐1 length as the pace quickened entering the stretch, got tired at midstretch. Speedy performer adds the blinkers.....
ANYTHINGTOGETEVEN broke ‐1 length, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), dropped back ‐8 lengths as the
pace quickened near the far turn (21.68 opening quarter), ‐12 lengths mid‐final turn, RALLIED TOO LATE (6.45 final 1/16).
Prior effort he broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐8 lengths), ‐8 lengths near the far turn (22.36
opening quarter), traveled evenly down the lane. He appears to be headed in the right direction!
AERIEL ARTIST broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), ‐10 lengths near the far turn (21.50
opening quarter), could not keep up mid‐final turn (6.15 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke well, chased the lone speed
runner mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), dropped back ‐8 lengths near the far turn, ‐10 lengths mid‐final turn. He draws the rail
slot (again).
PAZZMEIFUCAN (Golden Gate) broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), ‐6 lengths near the far
turn (22.12 opening quarter), lacked the needed response down the lane at 5 1/2 furlongs. Prior effort (Golden Gate) he
broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), lacked the needed response down the lane at 5 1/2
furlongs vs. better.
REDISTRIBUTE bumped back at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐6 lengths), ‐7
lengths near the far turn (21.76 opening quarter), fanned 4‐wide mid‐final turn, lacked a rally entering the stretch.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 2
(3) RENEGADE RUN

(2) GRACEE HUNNY

(1) SKYE NOVA

HORSES TO WATCH:
RENEGADE RUN balked at loading, broke well, chased the lone speed WINNER mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), ‐3 lengths near the
far turn (22.43 opening quarter). Lacked the needed response at midstretch (6.45 final 1/16). Prior effort she ran off during
the warm‐ups, bumped at the start, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐7 lengths), ‐7 lengths near the far turn (22.46
opening quarter), 4‐5 lanes wide entering the stretch, rallied too late at 4 furlongs. She takes off the blinkers and is capable
of much better!!
GRACEE HUNNY broke well, quick in stride, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐4 lengths near the far turn
(21.89 opening quarter), followed the winner's path down the lane. Prior effort she bumped at the start, dueled outside
one rival mid‐backside, dueled outside 2‐rivals near the far turn (22.20 opening quarter), dueled outside one rival mid‐final
turn, battled the length of the stretch and proved best late (6.55 final 1/16). She figures for another solid trip.
SKYE NOVA broke well, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐1 length), settled ‐3 lengths back near the far turn
(22.59 opening quarter), angled out 5‐wide to clear entering the stretch, rallied strong for the score (6.27 final 1/16). Prior
effort she bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), angled out 5‐lanes
to clear entering the stretch, lacked the needed response down the lane. Sharp now!
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
LOVE THE KIDS (Golden Gate) broke well, settled nicely, chased the dueling pair near the clubturn, ‐7 lengths entering the
backside, closed the gap near the far turn, lacked a rally entering the stretch at one mile. Joins winning connections now!!
TEMPETUOUS broke well, dueled outside 2‐rivals mid‐backside, dropped back ‐3 lengths as the pace quickened near the far
turn (22.42 opening quarter) fanned 4‐5 lanes mid‐final turn, lacked the needed response down the lane. Prior effort she
broke well, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), lagged ‐12 lengths near the far turn, lacked a rally
entering the stretch.
GEORGIA'S NIECE broke ‐1 length slow, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), dropped back ‐7 lengths
near the far turn (22.60 opening quarter), lacked a rally turning for home.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 3
(7) RYDERROO

(6) SCATASTIC

(5) MY LOUIE

HORSES TO WATCH:
RYDERROO broke off balance at the start, LOSING ‐5 lengths, chased the LONE SPEED RUNNER mid‐backside (‐8 lengths), ‐6
lengths near the far turn (22.75 opening quarter), angled out to clear mid‐final turn, DUCKED OUT 14‐15 LANES entering the
stretch, FLEW TOO LATE (SHOULD HAVE WON EASILY) thru the 23.57 final 1/4. He lands a tougher outside post but will be
facing tons of SPEED in this lineup!!
SCATASTIC broke well, racing 6‐7 lanes wide mid‐backside (‐5 lengths) chasing the dueling pair, dropped back ‐10 lengths
mid‐final turn, closed the gap entering the stretch (‐7 lengths back), ‐7 lengths entering the stretch (rail), FLEW TOO LATE
(24.11 final 1/4) vs. MY LOUIE. Prior effort he broke well, chased the LONE SPEED WINNER mid‐backside (‐2 lengths),
dropped back ‐5 lengths entering the stretch, lacked the needed response down the lane. He is capable of a strong late kick!

MY LOUIE swerved out, bumped at the start, caught in tight quarters (steadied back/losing ‐2 lengths) early, dropped back ‐
7 lengths as the pace quickened mid‐final turn, ‐5 lengths at MIDSTRECTH, FLEW FOR THE SCORE vs. a troubled SCATASTIC.
Prior effort he broke in, bumped at the start, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), challenged 3‐wide
entering the stretch, gained the advantage at the top of the lane, gradually pulled clear late vs. maidens. Race will set up
nicely for this runner too.
((((((((((((()))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
RED WINE AND DINE (Santa Anita) broke well, quick in stride, dueled inside 2‐rivals mid‐backside, dueled inside one rival
near the far turn (21.82 opening quarter), gained the slim advantage at the top of the lane, got tired at midstretch at 6
furlongs. Prior effort he broke well, dueled 3‐wide (part of a 4‐horse speed duel) mid‐backside, dueled inside one rival near
the far turn, lacked the needed response in deep stretch at 6 1/2 furlongs. He fits much better here and will relish the
shorter distance.
ROYAL DROP (350 yards) broke ‐3/4 length slow, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, losing path midway, cleared outside at
the 1/16 pole, finished out with good energy (9.68 final 1/8). Prior effort (17.76) he broke out at the start, losing ‐3/4
length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end (rapid 9.54 final 1/8). Sports a solid 35.0 work on
03/25. He will show all of his speed on the 'stretch‐out'.....
BIG TIME WILD broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, shook loose (+1 length) near the far turn (22.04
opening quarter), +2 lengths entering the stretch, held gamely (24.37 final 1/4). Prior effort he broke well, DUELED OUTSIDE
5‐RIVALS mid‐backside, shook loose (+3 lengths) near the far turn (21.79 opening quarter), LUGGED OUT BADLY (7‐8 LANES)
entering the stretch (losing his best chance). He will be facing speed and must handle the turn.....
IT'S ALL ABOUT MIKE broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐2 lengths near the far turn
(22.46 opening quarter), rallied to the front in deep stretch (24.38 final 1/4) vs. soft maidens.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 4
(5) SUMMERTIME FAVORITE

(7) CALIFORNIA COAST

(2) MISSMERZING

HORSES TO WATCH:
SUMMERTIME FAVORITE (Q) 03/25 BEST over SAMBA CORONA MV (12.0‐12.4) Worked inside. Swerved in (2‐3 lanes) at the
start, accelerated nicely (lead), drifted in (2‐lanes) midway (asked twice), finished out full of run despite lugging in near the
wire. Winning by +2 1/2 length. GRADE: B+ DRILL (Q) 03/11 BEST over YOU LOVE ME VISTA (12.7‐13.2‐12.3) Worked
outside. Broke in, bobbled at the start, QUICK in stride (lead), light hand ride, +2 length advantage midway, never asked,
finished strong (getting stronger with each stride). Winning by +2 1/2 lengths. GRADE: A‐ DRILL FILLY IS BLESSED WITH
TALENT!
CALIFORNIA COAST (Q) 03/28 BEST over CORONEO (12.3‐12.6) Worked inside. Swerved in (3‐4 lanes) shortly after the start,
quick in stride (lead), +2 length advantage midway, never asked, finished out strong. Getting stronger with each stride.
Strong gallop out. Winning by +3 lengths. GRADE: B+ DRILL (Q) 03/14 BEST over SHE LOOKS FLASHY (12.8‐12.4) Worked
outside. Hesitated, drifted in shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), finished out full of run under light pressure
(getting stronger). Winning by +4 lengths. GRADE: B+ DRILL FOLLOW UP CLOSELY!
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
MISSMERIZING (Q) 03/28 BEST over APOLLITICAL BULL (12.6‐12.4) Worked outside. Broke well, quick in stride (lead), hand
shoved, +2 length advantage midway, responding very well under light pressure. Winning by +2 lengths. GRADE: B DRILL (Q)
03/11 BEST over FIRST PRIZE PEACH (13.1‐12.7) Worked outside. Broke ok, quick in stride (lead), +2 length advantage
midway, responding strong under steady pressure. Winning by +6 lengths. GRADE: B DRILL

NUN OF THE ABOVE (Q) 03/28 BEST over VELLA BUENA (12.7‐12.6) Worked outside. Broke off balance, drifted out shortly
after the start (not quick), even up midway (leveled), finished out very well under light pressure. Winning by +1/2 length.
GRADE: B DRILL (Q) 03/18 BEST over MISHLETROYAL (13.1‐12.8) Worked outside. Broke out (2‐lanes) shortly after the start,
+1/2 length advantage midway, pushed along, responding very well. Winning by + 1 1/2 length. GRADE: B DRILL
VELLA (Q) 03/28 BEST over DF PYC LIZZIE BETH (12.5‐12.4) Worked outside. Broke in, bumped at the start, quick in stride
(lead), even up midway, asked in spots thru the final 1/2, responding well. Winning by +1 length. GRADE: B DRILL (Q)03/14
outworked by DF PYC LIZZIE BETH (12.8‐12.7) Worked inside. Broke well, quick in stride, drifted in early ‐1/2 length
midway, responding well under light pressure. Losing by ‐3/4 length. GRADE: C DRILL
FLAMING CHULA (Q) 03/25 outworked by LOW FIER (12.7‐12.3) Worked inside. Bumped (pushed in 3‐4 lanes) shortly after
the start, ‐2 lengths midway, responding ok. Losing by ‐3 lengths. GRADE: C DRILL (Q) 03/11 outworked LOW FIRE (12.6‐
12.8) Worked outside. Broke off balance, drifted out (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start, hand shoved, ‐2 lengths midway, not
used thru the final 1/2, responding well. Losing by ‐1 length. GRADE: C+ DRILL
VELLA BUENA (Q) 03/28 outworked by NUN OF THE ABOVE (12.7‐12.6) Worked inside. Hesitated, drifted in (2‐3 lanes)
shortly after the start, losing momentum, even up midway, responding very well under light pressure. Losing by ‐1/2 length.
GRADE: C+ DRILL (Q)03/14 BEST over DIASTI (no time‐12.9) Worked outside. Broke in at the start, not quick early,
responding well under light pressure. GRADE: C DRILL
LA BELLEA CORONA (Q) 03/21 outworked by KATRINA CARTEL (12.9‐12.7) Worked inside Broke in (2‐3 lanes) shortly after
the start, quick in stride (lead), +1 length advantage midway, responding ok under light pressure. Losing by ‐1 length.
GRADE: C DRILL (Q) 03/07 outworked by MAYA CARTEL (12.9‐13.1) Worked outside. Off slow (‐2 lengths), hand shoved, ‐2
lengths midway, responding well under light pressure. Losing by ‐2 lengths. GRADE: C DRILL
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 5
(2) BELLA ANGELINA

(1) MOONIE

(3) BIG G SECRET CRAB

LES ONAKA'S LATE PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
5th race (1,2)

6th race (1,2)

7th race (2,3)

8th race (1,2,3,6)

TOTAL $ 32.00

6th race (1,2)

7th race (2,3,5)

8th race (1,2,3,6)

TOTAL $ 72.00

LARGE TICKET
5th race (1,2,3)

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
BELLA ANGELINA broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), challenged 2‐wide mid‐final turn, gained the
advantage at midstretch, held gamely at 4 furlongs. Prior effort she broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside
(‐5 lengths), raced 4‐5 lanes wide entering the stretch, hung down the lane. SHE WILL RECIEVE MORE SPEED TO
RUNDOWN!!
MOONIE (Santa Anita) broke well, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐3 lengths near the far turn
(22.38 opening quarter), ‐4 lengths mid‐final turn, lacked the needed response entering the stretch at 5 1/2 furlongs vs.
tougher rivals. Prior effort (Los Alamitos) she broke out at the start, dueled outside 4‐rivals mid‐backside, dueled outside 2‐
rivals near the far turn (22.68 opening quarter), shook loose (+2 lengths) entering the stretch, held gamely (23.82 final 1/4).
Class dropper lands R Guce in the saddle. Watch for an aggressive ride from the start.....

BIG G SECRET CRAB broke out, bumped at the start, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐1 length), ‐2 lengths near
the far turn, angled out to clear mid‐final turn, got tired at midstretch in her comeback. Prior efforts (3) she faced MALE
RIVALS.
LOVE PHONE broke well, dueled outside one rival mid‐backside, dueled outside one rival near the far turn (22.46 opening
quarter), shook loose (+1 length) entering the stretch, gradually pulled clear late at 4 furlongs. Prior effort she broke in,
bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), angled out 4‐wide to clear entering
the stretch, kept to her task to the end.
TRIBELLA broke well, shook loose (+2 lengths) near the far turn, opened up +3 lengths entering the stretch, held gamely
(6.51 final 1/16) vs. eventual $5,000‐claiming winner THAMES VALLEY. Prior effort she broke well, dueled outside 2‐rivals
near the far turn (21.92 opening quarter), lacked the needed response entering the stretch.
MAKAYA'S WORLD broke well, dueled 3‐wide (part of a 4‐horse speed duel) early, chased the lone speed runner mid‐
backside, ‐3 lengths near the far turn (fanned 3‐4 lanes wide), lacked the needed response entering the stretch. Claimed
from H Loma.
(((((())))))))

RACE 6
(1) WILD WONDER

(2) RESOLUTELY

(5) ALAMODE

HORSES TO WATCH:
WILD WONDER (Q) 03/18 BEST over ENERGETIC (12.1‐12.6) Worked inside. Broke well, quick in stride (lead), light hand ride,
+4 length advantage midway, never asked, finished out full of run under light pressure. STRONG GALLOP OUT. Winning by
+5 lengths. GRADE: A DRILL (Q) 03/04 BEST over ENERGETIC (12.8‐12.5) Worked outside. Hesitated, broke in at the start,
quick in stride (lead), asked twice early, +1/2 length advantage midway, never asked, finished out full of run. STRONG
GALLOP OUT. Winning by +2 lengths. GRADE: B+ DRILL FOLLOW UP CLOSELY!!
RESOLUTELY (Q) 03/18 BEST over ALWAYS TRYING and SILENT CARTEL (12.7‐12.3‐12.9) Worked in the middle. Swerved in
(2‐lanes), bumped shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), +2 length advantage midway (drifted in), asked twice thru
the final 1/2, responding strong. Winning by +4 lengths. GRADE: B+ DRILL (Q) 03/04 BEST over FIESTY (12.3‐12.7) Worked
inside. Swerved in (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), +3 length advantage midway, never asked,
finished out full of run. STRONG GALLOP OUT. Winning by +3 lengths. GRADE: A ‐ DRILL SKY IS THE LIMIT WITH THIS ONE!!
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
ALAMODE (Q) 03/21 outworked by THE REVENANT (both 12.3) Worked inside. Broke in (2‐lanes) at the start, quick in stride
(lead), hand shoved, +1/2 length advantage midway, pushed along, responding strong. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE:
B DRILL (Q) 03/07 BEST over RONS ON FIRE (12.8‐13.1) Worked inside. Hopped, broke in shortly after the start, quick in
stride (lead), hand shoved, +3 length advantage midway, never asked, STRANGLED DOWN near the wire. Winning by +3
lengths. GRADE: B DRILL
MUCHO BRAVADO (Q) 03/28 outworked by SLATED FAMOUS EAGLE (both 12.3) Worked inside. Broke well, quick in stride,
asked left‐handed (bumped) early, even up (asked left handed), responding well under light pressure. Losing by a narrow
margin. GRADE: B DRILL (Q) 03/14 outworked by DONT FOOSE WITH ME (12.7‐12.6) Worked inside. Broke well, quick in
stride, hand shoved, never asked, responding well under light pressure. Losing by a narrow margin. GRADE: C+ DRILL
VALIANT FORCE (Q) 03/28 BEST over SHEZA BEAUTIFUL EAGLE (12.8‐12.6) Worked outside. Broke off balance, swerved in
shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), +2 length advantage midway, lugged in (hard to ride) thru the final 1/2, not
properly ridden thru the final 1/2. Plenty left. Winning by + 1 1/2 length. GRADE: no grade given. (Q) 03/16 BEST over
SHEZA BEAUTIFUL EAGLE (both 12.8) Worked inside. Broke in at the start, hand shoved, +1 1/2 length advantage midway,
asked repeatedly thru the final 1/2, responding well. Winning by +1/2 length. GRADE: C+ DRILLL

TOP THE SALE (Q) 03/14 worked evenly with NEW LOOK HOT (both 12.5) Worked outside. Broke out at the start, hand
shoved, held narrow advantage midway, lugged in final 1/2 (not properly ridden). Even up. GRADE: no grade (Q) 04/04
outworked by COVINGTON (12.8‐12.6) Worked inside. Swerved in (3‐4 lanes) shortly after the start, quick in stride, asked
twice (left‐handed), responding well under light pressure. Losing by ‐1 1/2 length. GRADE: C+ DRILL
DF PAINTED PILOT (Q) 03/28 outworked by JESSADYNASTY (12.6‐12.5) Worked inside. Broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the
start, quick in stride (lead), even up midway (asked once), responding well. Losing by ‐1/2 length. GRADE: C DRILL (Q) 03/14
outworked by JESSSADYNASTY (13.1‐12.8) Worked inside. Broke In (2‐3 lanes), bobbled shortly after the start, ‐1 1/2 length
midway, asked left‐handed, responding ok. Losing by ‐2 lengths. GRADE: C DRILL
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 7
(3) KOONAS RHYTHM 

(2) IDITA ROCK

(5) IMPACT

HORSES TO WATCH:
KOONAS RHYTHM (15.70) broke in at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths midway, caught in tight quarters
(shuffled back/bumped) near the wire (should have been much closer) in his debut! Give him another chance and is
capable of a much stronger rating!
IDITA ROCK (15.59) broke off balance at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, drifted out early, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths (behind horses)
past the gap, finished out with good energy (9.88 final 1/8) vs. productive field (WILL BE QUEEN came back and captured a
maiden $8,000‐claiming event in 15.83). Prior effort (15.73) he hesitated, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length,
drifted out early, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, finished out with good energy (behind horses) thru the 9.85 final 1/8. He
carries the highest ratings based on adjusted clocking!
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
OTHERS:
IMPACT (15.69) broke ‐1/2 length slow, bumped, quick in stride, ‐3/4 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end (just
missed 2nd) thru the 9.77 final 1/8. Prior effort he was pinballed at the start, bumped repeatedly to the gap, finished out
full of run after losing his best chance. 3‐back (15.72) he broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length,
raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end (rail trip).
FAVORITE AFFAIR (15.80) broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, ‐1 1/2 length
midway, not abused, had run left crossing the wire (9.76 final 1/8). Prior effort she broke in at the start, quick in stride,
drifted out (2‐lanes) past the gap, drifted out 2‐3 lanes thru the final 1/2, raced in traffic past the 1/16 pole, (losing all
chance). 3‐back (15.75) he broke ‐1/2 length slow, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, kept to her task and just missed 2nd.
OUGHT TOBE FAVORITE (15.84) broke well, quick in stride, close up past the gap, kept to her task to the end (not beaten
badly for 2nd) thru the 9.87 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.98) she broke ‐1 length slow, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, kept to
her task to the end (competing in night's fastest of 3. 3‐back (15.83) she balked at loading, broke out (2‐3 lanes) shortly
after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length, kept to her task to the end. She draws a favorable outside post.
FAWKES (15.70) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap,
leveled midway, finished out with good energy (9.84 final 1/8) from the rail vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort (18.07) she broke
‐1 length, drifted in early, ‐ 1 1/2 length past the gap, not abused thru the final 110 yards. 3‐back he broke ‐1/2 length slow,
raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end (running behind horses). Class dropper draws the rail (again).
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 8
(3) INDEED IVORY

(6) MONGOOSE FOOSE

(2) PYC SPECIAL CASH

HORSES TO WATCH:
INDEED IVORY (15.41+) broke out, bumped at the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed big speed, crushed his field in
powerful fashion (night's fastest of 2)! Prior effort (17.02) he broke well, quick in stride (lead), +3/4 length advantage past
the gap, just missed (tough loss) thru the 9.91 final 1/8 over the 'slower‐than‐normal' racing surface (‐1 length slow). 3‐back
he broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, leveled too late. CLAIMED FROM V ZAUDIO. Razor sharp performer
is blessed with terrific gate speed!
MONGOOSE FOOSE (17.88) bumped (knocked off stride) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past
the gap, traveled evenly thru the final 110 yards (9.69 final 1/8) vs. PRODUCTIVE FIELD (3‐RETURNED TO WIN). Prior effort
(15.51) he hesitated at the start, bumped repeatedly all the way to the gap, shuffled back (losing path) past the gap, not
abused, finished out full of run (behind horses) thru the 9.82 final 1/8 vs. tougher rivals. 3‐back (15.67) he broke off
balance, drifted in, bobbled shortly after the start, losing ‐ 1 1/2 length, kept to his task to the end (just missed 3rd) from
the rail. TROUBLE‐PRONE performer draws an ideal post!
PYC SPECIAL CASH hesitated at the start, losing ‐1 length, caught in tight quarters early, losing path at the gap, not abused,
finished out full of run after losing his best chance. Prior effort (15.53) he bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1
1/2 length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end (9.82 final 1/8). 3‐back he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1
length, raced in traffic past the gap, losing path midway, leveled too late (behind horses). Here's another with a big chance
if he can avoid a trouble trip!
KEEPITINTHECAR (17.66) broke off balance at the start, losing ‐ 1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, LEVELED TOO
LATE vs. a much troubled MONGOOSE FOOSE. Prior effort (16.99) he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length,
raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, LEVELED TOO LATE. Trouble prone performer needs an alert beginning!!
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OTHERS:
ALONE IN FIRE (15.67) broke ‐1/2 length slow, quick in stride, drifted in at the gap, kept to his task to the end (just missed
2nd) thru the 9.91 final 1/8. Prior effort he broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap,
lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2 vs. tougher rivals. 3‐back (15.47) he broke out at the start, quick in stride
(lead), drifted out (3‐4 lanes) midway, losing lead past the 1/16 pole, never quit vs. TOUGHER RIVALS.
ONE BLEEDING LOVE (100 YARDS) hesitated, bumped in, bumped back at the start, not abused at 100. Prior effort (100
yards) he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, traveled evenly at 100 yards. She definitely got her speed
sharpened in last pair.
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